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Variable Neighborhood Search

Hansen and Mladenovic, Variable 
neighborhood search: Principles and 

applications, EJOR 43 (2001)
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Basic notions of VNS

Systematic change of the neighborhood in search

Does not follow a single trajectory but explores 
increasingly distant neighbors of the incumbent 
solution

Jumps from this solution to a new one if and only 
if there is an improvement

In this way, keeps good (maybe optimal) variables 
in the incumbent and obtains promising neighbors

Uses local search to get from these neighbors to 
local optima
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Basic VNS algorithm

Initialization: Select a set of neighborhood structures 
Nk (k=1,...,kmax), find an initial solution x, set k=1, 
choose a stopping condition

Step 1 (shaking): Generate        Nk(x) at random

Step 2 (local search): Apply a local search method 
starting with     to find local optimum

Step 3 (move or not): If      is better than the 
incumbent, then set            and k=1, otherwise set 
k=k+1 (or if k=kmax set k=1); go back to Step 1

∈x′

x ′′

x′ x ′′
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Basic VNS algorithm (cont.)

Basic VNS is a random descent, first improvement 
method

In Step 1,     is generated at random to avoid 
cycling

Successive Nk are often nested

In Step 3, if incumbent is changed then start over 
with N1, otherwise continue search in Nk+1 starting 
with the local optimum of Nk

x′
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Variable neighborhood descent

Initialization: same as before

Step 1: Find the best Nk(x)

Step 2: If      is better than x, then set          , 
otherwise set k=k+1; go back to Step 1

Implies change of neighborhood during local 
search

Meaningful as local optimum of one neighborhood 
is not necessarily one in another

∈x′

x′ xx ′=
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Variants of the basic VNS

In Step 3, still set            with some probability 
when      is worse than the incumbent (descent-
ascent as in SA)

In Step 1, generate a solution from each of the kmax

neighborhoods and move to the best of them (best 
improvement as in variable depth search)

In Step 1, choose the best of l randomly generated 
solutions from Nk

xx ′′=
x ′′
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Variants of the basic VNS (cont.)

In Step 3, set k=kmin instead of k=1, set k=kstep

instead of k=k+1

Choosing kmin and kstep large implies 
diversification, reverse intensification (assuming 
neighborhoods are nested)
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VNS decisions

Number and types of neighborhoods to be used

Order of their use in the search

Strategy for changing the neighborhoods

Local search method

Stopping condition
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VNS for TSP

VNS-1
� Neighborhood definition is k-opt where kmax=n, i.e. Nk(x) 

is the set of solutions having k edges different from x

� Local search method used in Step 2 is 2-opt

VNS-2
� Neighborhood definition is the same

� Local search method is 2-opt on (1-r)% NN candidate 
subgraph; in the outer loop of 2-opt, link (i, j) is not 
deleted if j is not among NNs of i (long edges are 
considered for deletion when selecting points from Nk)
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Results for TSP

2-opt solution is best of two independent trials
VNS stopping condition is CPU time for two 2-opt trials

over 2-opt
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Alternative VNS for TSP

GENIUS, which is based on a sophisticated node 
deletion/insertion procedure, defines 
neighborhood as the  p cities closest to the city 
under consideration for deletion/insertion

VNS with the same neighborhood definition gives 
0.75% average improvement over GENIUS in 
similar CPU time
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VNS for p-median

P-median problem: Given m discrete locations, 
locate p (uncapacitated) facilities that will serve n
customers (with known locations) so as to 
minimize total distance from customers to facilities

Nk(x) is the set of solutions having k facilities 
located in different locations than x, where kmax=p

Local search method used in Step 2 is fast 
interchange (FI) descent
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Results for p-median

FI: fast interchange descent, HC: heuristic concentration,
TS: tabu search, CSTS: chain substitution TS

(deviation from best known)
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VNS for multi-source Weber

Multi-source Weber problem: Continuous 
counterpart of  p-median, i.e. p facilities can be 
located anywhere on the plane

Choice of neighborhood is crucial; moving 
facilities is more effective than reassigning 
customers to facilities

Neighborhood structure: known customer 
locations are also considered for facilities
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Results for multi-source Weber

Various heuristics were compared with equivalent 
CPU times

On a series of 20 problems with 1060 customers, 
average deviation from best known solution is
� 0.02% for the best of four VNS variants

� 0.13% for the best of three TS variants

� 1.27% for a GA

� 20% or more for some well known heuristics
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VNS for minimum sum-of-
squares clustering

Minimum sum-of-squares clustering problem: 
Partition n objects each in q-dimensional 
Euclidean space into m clusters such that sum of 
squared distances from each entity to the centroid 
of its cluster is minimum

K-means
� Given an initial partition, try to assign object j in cluster 

l to each of the other i clusters

� Neighborhood is defined by all possible i and j pairs

� Find best neighbor and move if better than the current
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VNS for minimum sum-of-
squares clustering (cont.)

H-means: similar to Cooper’s alternating heuristic 
for Weber problem (solve location and allocation 
problems alternatingly until convergence)

J-means
� Centroid of cluster i is relocated at some object

� This correnponds to reallocation of all objects in that 
cluster and is called a jump (hence the name J-means)

� Solution obtained with the jump neighborhood can be 
improved by H-means and/or K-means
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VNS for minimum sum-of-
squares clustering (cont.)

VNS-1
� Uses K-means neighborhoods with kmax=m

� Uses H+K-means for local search in Step 2 of the basic 
VNS algorithm

VNS-2
� Uses jump (centroid relocation) neighborhood with 

kmax=m

� Uses J+H+K-means for local search in Step 2
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Results for minimum sum-of-
squares clustering

Multi-start versions of K-means, H-means, H+K-means
Equivalent CPU times
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VNS for bilinear programming

Bilinear programming problem
� Has three sets of variables x, y, z

� When all y’s are fixed, it becomes a LP in x and z

� When all z’s are fixed , it becomes a LP in x and y
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VNS for bilinear programming 
(cont)

Local search ALTernate in Step 2 of the basic VNS
Step 1: Choose values of z (or y) variables

Step 2: Solve LP1 in x and y (or in x and z)

Step 3: For y (or z) found in Step 2, solve LP2 in x and z
(or in x and y)

Step 4: If convergence is not reached within given 
tolerance, return to Step 2

Neighborhood Nk(x, y, z) for VNS corresponds to k
pivots of the LP in x and y or in x and z, for 
k=1,...,kmax
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Results for bilinear programming

18 linear +            # of x, y, z variables
18 quadratic                                                    multi-start of ALT
constraints

(dev. from best)
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Extensions: RVNS

RVNS: Reduced VNS

Local search in Step 2 is dropped to save time

In Step 1, random solutions are generated from 
increasingly far neighborhoods of the incumbent

In Step 3, move iff the new solution is better

For large p-median instances with 3038 customers
� RVNS has the same solution quality as FI and uses 18 

times less CPU time

� RVNS is 0.53% worse than the basic VNS 
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Extensions: RVNS (cont.)

FI: fast interchange descent
Basic VNS uses five times the CPU time of FI

(dev. from basic VNS)
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Extensions: VNDS

VNDS: VNS is combined with decomposition

Nk(x): all but k variables of solution x are fixed, 
choose these k variables at random in Step 1

Local search in Step 2: solve a k-dimensional 
subproblem in the space of unfixed variables

Step 3 is the same as in the basic VNS

Basic VNS can be used as the local search 
heuristic (two level recursive VNS)
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Extensions: VNDS (cont.)

May return to k=1 when maximum size of or time 
allocated for the subproblem exceeds a limit

For large p-median instances with 3038 customers
� VNDS outperforms FI in similar CPU times

� VNDS is 0.28% better than the basic VNS and uses 
five times less CPU time
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Extensions: VNDS (cont.)

FI: fast interchange descent
Basic VNS uses five times the CPU time of FI

(dev. from basic VNS)
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Extensions: SVNS

SVNS: Accounts for topology of local optima 
(valleys and mountains)

Steps 1 and 2 are the same as in the basic VNS

For the move decision in Step 3, instead of the 
objective function, use an evaluation function 
taking also into account distance ρ of     from x

Step 3 (improve or not): If f(   ) < f(xbest), set xbest=

Step 4 (move or not): If f(   )-αρ(x,    ) < f(x), set x= 
and k=1, otherwise set k=k+1; go back to Step 1

x ′′ x ′′

x ′′ x ′′ x ′′

x ′′
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Extensions: SVNS (cont.)

WMAXSAT: weighted maximum satisfiability problem of logic
Definition: find a truth assignment to the variables to maximize

total weight of satisfied logic clauses (unions of variables)

GRASP: greedy randomized adaptive search procedure(s)
typically used as construction heuristics
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Conclusions

VNS has many desirable features of a metaheuristic:
Simple and largely applicable

Coherent: steps follow naturally from principles, not a 
hybrid

Efficient and effective: very good solution quality in 
moderate CPU time

Robust: performs well for various problems

User friendly: easy to understand and implement

Innovative: allows development of variations/extensions


